FROM HEART To HEART: HOW TO MULTIPLY FORCES of GOODS?
On ground there is today no person, living 200-250 years. Very little people live more
than 80 years. The digenesis happens in mankind objective and regularly and while there are no
actual means to change this steady repetition. And whether will it on advantage to mankind was difficulty say.
This repetition, as well as hundred substantially existing biological and natural cycles
(from « centuries Brahma» -311040000000000 years to « to Day Brahma» - Golden Age
(1728000 years) - Argentine century (1296000 years) - Copper century (864000 years) - Iron
Age (432000 years) and before the most small period - «truty» (1,5 seconds); NOOSPHERA’s
Kondratiev-Shumpeter-Mensha cycles; the Kuznets cycles etc., cause all of us to realize, that all
of us live in a very composite and interdependent world.
For thousand years of the existence the Mankind was created by such diversity of cultures
and beliefs, that from time to time it seems impossible to find even general and acceptable for all
rules in the political installations of the public figures for all inhabitants of the Earth. But it is
apparent ibexes. The person in all angles of a planet equally admires with immense depths of
space, sidereal palate and wisdom of the NATURE. He aims in composite situations to address
to an internal voice of the conscience and finds general for all people moral principles, which
one then names by the natural DEATH. He attempts himself to answer all Great problems of
Universe, keeping after himself of the certificate of the creative genius in rare on beauty
language designs, in monuments of culture and art, in literary, technical and scientific creativity.
Him of creation optimism merits most steep respect and delight. He manages to create
aspirations most complex world outlook designs, which one testify to huge desire to initiate with
transformation of a Universe on principles of GOODS and JUSTICE. The names Christ, Imam
Mahdi, Messiah, Bodhisattava, Ortega y Gasset, Platon, Gegel, Piotr of Lavrov, Aristotel,
G.Vico are known at Universities of all World. Their generalizations and the theoretical designs
cause to work thought of tens generations of the young people and are the basis of activities of
the contributors and teachers in all angles of a planet, which one today have realized that the
human thought can creating and in an actual material world. This first, but the fundamental
bridge between representatives of science and faith has allowed to conduct world-wide
intelligently - spiritual shares, directional on multiplying of forces of GOODS and BEAUTY.
Such Great for World of the shares, as Olympic Games, World Congresses of the Spiritual
Consent and the Unification are already carried out or are scheduled to realization. But we are
convinced, that there are also other, unknowns still to us of the form multiplying of FORCES of
GOODS. Therefore we ask all people to whom of a road the main intelligently - spiritual value
our imperfect, but for all of us a unique civilization to think and to offer the INITIATIVE IDEA,
« the FORMULA of SUCCESS » for developing MANKIND.
We trust in good will of all inhabitants of the Earth. We trust on the strength of GOODS and
LOVE. We with Your support shall manage to organize most severe and useful for the people on
all continents of the share and measure.
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